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What is   
MyTri2030 is a community-driven, regional visioning 

effort. 

Based on the belief that engaging a broad array of Tri-

Citians will serve to amplify our collective impact and help 

create a shared purpose, we embarked on a long-term 

effort to transform the region.

To date, more than 4,500 Tri-Citians have contributed to 

defining our area's strengths, challenges and 

opportunities. Whether providing individual feedback via a 

community survey, or participating in interviews or 

workshops, our collective voices are wide-ranging. 

The insights gleaned from those voices, combined with 

comprehensive trending research, has coalesced into a 

set of opportunities that will serve as an exciting 

framework for the next phase of our journey; a journey all 

Tri-Citians can continue to inform. 

This report helps to summarize what we’ve learned and 

provides a basis for developing and implementing an 

action plan.

?
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Research Successful 
Community Visioning 
Efforts Outside the   

Tri-Cities

Review Past Regional 
Development  Reports

Research Current 
Strategic Plans, 

Priorities and Projects 
of Local Agencies & 

Organizations

Research Trends 
Affecting Communities 

Worldwide

(see page 5)

Analyze All Responses 
from the MyTri2030 

Community 
Questionnaire 

(see website)

Conduct In-Depth 
Interviews with  

Community Members

(see website)

Convene 2-Day 
Workshop with Local 
Organization/Agency 

Officials

Define our Regional 
Vision

(see page 6)

Identify Big 
Opportunity Areas for  

Community 
Collaboration

(see page 7)

Develop and 
Implement the Action 

Plan

The MyTri2030 Process
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This comprehensive process, facilitated by NewEdge Consulting of Richland, 

Washington, began with thorough research of successful community visioning efforts 

outside the Tri-Cities. This was followed by the review and analysis of past regional 

development reports, strategic plans, global and national trends, community 

questionnaire responses and leader interviews.  An intensive 2-day Big Vision Workshop 

was then held, where our regional vision and six big opportunity areas emerged. 

we are

HERE
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• Ag is advancing: Using technology and data to optimize yields is increasingly considered a 

critical component for transforming operations for the next generation of growers. 

• Cultures are converging: The U.S. population is rapidly becoming more diverse and is 

projected to become a plurality nation by 2044; with one in five Americans being foreign born. 

• Demand is increasing: Forecasted increase in demand for land, water and energy requires 

strategic consideration of use and management of these resources.

• Education is changing: With rising concerns about gaps in professional skills and an 

emphasis on STEM/STEAM education, traditional education is transforming to develop the 

workforce of the future.

• Gaps are widening: Lower income communities are growing at a faster rate than higher 

income communities, and suburban poverty is growing three times faster than the population 

size in suburban communities.

• People are connecting: Digital tools are not only allowing people to connect and create 

large-scale movements, they are providing individuals, groups, and organizations a fast and 

agile way to spread and receive awareness.

• Priorities are shifting: When it comes to finding a place to live, the next generation is basing 

their choice of city on livability and quality of life rather than career and income potential.

• Science is gaining: Federal support for scientific research is gaining momentum as 

government funding hits a record high.

• Tech is sprawling: Tech giants’ pace of growth is slowing in the Bay Area as they look for 

other cities and places “off the beaten” path to invest and grow their companies.

• Work is adapting: The rise of the freelance economy, co-working office spaces, and 

telecommuting leads to the emergence of alternative work environments and atmospheres.

Global and national trends will impact the Tri-Cities and reveal opportunities.  To identify the 

trends of greatest impact, we explore changes across multiple sources of opportunity - from 

economic and cultural, to technological and demographic.  We also look further than the typical 

megatrends to include micro, market, seed and divergent trends.  This enables us to develop a 

deep understanding of which trends are most relevant to the region.  Identifying these impact 

trends helps provide a focused strategy for the future.

TOP 10 TRENDS with the greatest potential to impact our region:
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Research Trends 
Affecting 

Communities 
Worldwide
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Core: We are an immense agricultural region.

Vision: We will be a world leader in the integration of agriculture and technology.

Core: We are an oasis of land, water and energy.

Vision: We will have an unmatched quality of life through access to innovatively managed 
natural resources.

Core: We are geographically disconnected and isolated. 

Vision: We will have a small town feel with big city amenities and opportunities.

Core: We are decentralized within our own communities.

Vision: We will achieve broad goals through connectivity, collaboration and engagement 
across our respective communities and organizations.

Core: We are a diverse community.

Vision: We will be a fully represented and integrated community.

Core: We have a deep history and presence of science and technology.

Vision: We will drive a culture of exploration, discovery and entrepreneurship.

Core: We are a comfortable place to live.

Vision: We will be an attractive, engaged and inclusive community for all.

More than 4,500 Tri-Citians have contributed to the understanding of our area's 

strengths and challenges.  The research has been exhaustive, the voices wide-

ranging and our enthusiasm for change contagious.  This collective voice 

establishes our core and informs the trends to define our vision.
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Define our Regional 
Vision

Our Core is what makes us who we are. It is a critical tool for evaluating future opportunities.  It is the 

common driver of success and strength across government, business, organizations and people. 

Understanding who we are at our core helps us identify what we want to become.  It sharpens our focus 

on the right areas moving forward. 

Our Vision is what we want to become.  It gives us direction and a view of the future that will 

move us into the next decade.  Our vision supports transformational change that is relevant to current 

and future Tri-Citians. 



Our region is uniquely positioned to pursue these opportunities.  As we amplify our 
collective impact, we will achieve big things that we could not do alone - to create 
our desired future. 

Advancing Agriculture

Amplifying Inclusion

Fueling Prosperity

Optimizing Energy

Thriving Life

Transforming Education

Strategic success factors are used as guardrails to 

ensure the big opportunity areas we pursue are tethered 

to our region: 

• Creates opportunities for growth

• Fosters collective impact

• Inspires us to be greater

• Leverages current community assets

• Strengthens the region

• Transforms the quality of life in the region

Identify Big Opportunity  
Areas for  Community 

Collaboration
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Opportunity  

Description:

Agriculture is central to the economy and 

sustainability of our region. Due to the 

geological make-up and abundant natural 

resources of our area, we are able to build on 

our strong agricultural heritage.

Institutions of industry research, science, 

technology and academia such as Columbia 

Basin College, Washington State University 

Tri-Cities and Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory position us as a leader in 

advanced applications, solutions and 

opportunities for agriculture. Increased 

interest in local crops and Ag tourism (e.g. 

wineries, breweries, food festivals) have 

resulted in a significant source of growth and 

identity for the region. 

We have the foundation to advance the Tri-

Cities region as a global agricultural 

epicenter.

Why it Matters:

• Production and yield increases, resource 

management solutions, manufacturing 

opportunities and market expansion are 

advanced through the collaboration of 

multiple industries and institutions. 

• We have an opportunity to build on our 

current successes with the Bioproducts, 

Sciences and Engineering Laboratory 

(BSEL) and the Wine Science Center (WSU-

TC) to create new centers of excellence that 

draw talent, technology, competitive 

advantage and tourism.

Needs of the Community:

• Data - to optimize production and yields

• Innovative technology - to keep up with 

demands of increasing populations

• Utilization of the science + technology that 

already exist locally

• Broader collaboration between sectors

Value to the Community:

• Promotes economic development

• Resiliency from external threats 

• Enables job growth

• Draws national / global acclaim

• Fosters innovative agricultural techniques 

and solutions

• Showcases our Ag-Science industry

Supporting Trends:

• Agriculture, food, and spirits are stable 

sectors, and are providing economic 

resilience over time

• Precision agriculture is increasing

• Science & technology are rapidly joining 

forces with the agricultural world

• Smarter technology is enabling sustainable 

solutions

8

Advancing Agriculture – Elevate the region as a global epicenter of 

agricultural advancement.
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Opportunity

Description:

The Tri-Cities is rich with diversity.  Our 

unique differences make us stronger.  But 

while diversity is a fact, inclusion is a choice. 

Inclusion involves bringing together diverse 

forces and resources in a beneficial way. 

Inclusion puts diversity into action by creating 

an environment of involvement, respect, and 

connection. The richness of ideas, 

backgrounds, and perspectives are 

harnessed to create community value. 

An inclusive regional culture welcomes 

uniqueness of beliefs, backgrounds, talents, 

capabilities, and ways of living. It leverages 

diversity for learning and informing better 

decisions.

We have the potential to champion 

diversity through the intentional

inclusion of all.

Why it Matters to Us:

• Inclusion benefits us all by increasing 

diversity of thought, innovation, 

attractiveness to employers and overall 

quality of life. While diverse, we have not 

yet realized the full potential and benefits of 

a diverse and inclusive community.

• Inclusion represents opportunity for growth, 

new knowledge, and global community.

• Inclusion enhances our ability to achieve 

better results by engaging people from 

diverse backgrounds and perspectives 

through participatory decision-making. 

Needs of the Community:

• A regional inclusion strategy

• A prepared, educated and diverse 

population - attractive to employers and 

employees. 

• Opportunities to celebrate and embrace 

culture

Value to the Community:

• Increased quality of life

• Stronger community collaboration

• Better informed through diversity of thought 

• National showcase for future demographics 

Supporting Trends:

• Americans are more racially and ethnically 

diverse than in the past, and the U.S. is 

projected to be even more diverse in the 

coming decades. 

• Diverse and inclusive communities retain 

and attract a young and multi-generational 

citizenry. 

• Diversity stimulates innovation and the 

ability to respond to changing needs.

• Globalization trends show next generation 

employees will be selected based on their 

global skills, operations experience and 

their systems thinking ability.

9

Amplifying Inclusion – Champion diversity through intentional 

inclusion of all.
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Opportunity  

Description:

With our deep roots in science and our 

heritage with the Manhattan Project, the 

region is positioned to leverage advanced 

technology, as well as the entrepreneurial 

spirit and brilliant minds that thrive in our 

community. 

The region is primed to have a true start-up 

community that overcomes the geographical 

distance from other businesses in the state 

and country, and all the challenges that come 

with it – recruitment, diversity, networking, 

business development and professional 

standards in employees.

We have the opportunity to fuel the 

economy through entrepreneurial and 

business opportunities.

Why it Matters to Us:

• To stay competitive, the region needs to 

provide and promote innovative spaces 

both virtually and physically 

• Between our region’s scientific and 

historical background, its unique 

geographic elements and culture, our 

community is on the path to becoming a 

highly attractive contender for investors 

and large businesses—thus promoting job 

growth and economic prosperity.

Needs of the Community:

• Core entrepreneur group

• Diverse and sustainable workforce

• Infrastructure to enable the emergence of 

startups

• Access to capital

• Build local environment to celebrate risk-

taking 

• Leverage underutilized assets (e.g. people)

• Larger talent pool for recruitment

• A supportive community 

• Effective and successful networking

• Affordable resources 

• Agility in business development that 

matches pace of technology

Value to the Community:

• Stronger sector identity

• Less government dependence

• Stronger workforce – professional / trade / 

diversity

• Attractive to external companies

• Accelerates growth for current and 

emerging companies

• Attracts outside funding

Supporting Trends:

• Technology enables blurring of work-life 

balance

• Millennials are moving to start-up 

communities

• Young populations usually leave the Tri-

Cities to go to college and do not return 

post graduation, partially because lack of 

“interesting” jobs

• Tri-Cities construction is the chief driver of 

job growth

• The region has a diverse group of business 

entities 

• Desire for small businesses, but lack of 

support 
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Fueling Prosperity:  Fuel the economy through entrepreneurial 

and business opportunities
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Opportunity  

Description:

The Tri-Cities has it all - water, wind, sun, 

land, abundant clean energy, a world-class 

laboratory, research & development facilities, 

academia and experts. These resources are 

what differentiate our region from others and 

set us apart as a dynamic springboard of 

opportunity. 

The region is uniquely positioned to leverage 

these resources to provide energy solutions 

that have global impact. 

We have an opportunity to optimize our 

abundant resources to become a world 

leader in energy innovation. 

Why it Matters to Us:

• Responsible energy solutions will improve 

the lives of all people - not just here in the 

Tri-Cities, but globally.  

• Future generations will be the benefactors of 

today's energy innovations. 

• Our abundant nexus of land, water and 

energy are codependent upon each other

Needs of the Community:

• Satisfy power demand 

• Maintain affordable price

• Clean energy development

• Sustainable and efficient use of natural 

resources

• Incorporation of innovative technology

• Research and Development 

• Infrastructure in energy and production

• Management strategies to preserve our 

natural environment

• Job creation

Value to the Community:

• Longevity as a sustainable community

• Model region as global energy leader

• Preservation of our natural resources

• Create living wage jobs 

• Export clean energy technologies

• Independence from external power suppliers

• New business and centers of learning

• Center of Excellence for traditional and 

distributed energy

• Build on success of current centers of 

excellence

• Broad range of energy sources

Supporting Trends:

• Smarter technology enabling more 

sustainable solutions

• Transition to clean energy sources globally

• As the world population increases so does 

the need for additional energy

• Federal support for scientific research is 

gaining momentum

• Growing need for integrated natural 

resource management across nexus of food, 

energy, water
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Optimizing Energy – Optimize our abundant resources to become 

a world leader in energy innovation.
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Opportunity 

Description:

Imagine what the Tri-Cities will look like 12 years 

from now.  Perhaps by 2030 we will have abundant 

amenities such as an established waterfront, more 

family places and activities, happenings and 

nightlife for the younger crowd, more gathering 

spaces, boutique shopping and dining, music and 

arts, and a diverse calendar of events.  These are 

the day-to-day things that improve our quality of 

life.  

We have the opportunity to create a vibrant 

and thriving quality of life for all Tri-Citians. 

Why it Matters to Us:

• A vibrant place to live is a critical element for a 

thriving quality of life.

• Improving the day-to-day Tri-City experience 

invites enhanced livability 

• Companies are seeking to locate in 

communities that are well-rounded, where they 

draw local and non-local talent 

• Younger generations are seeking more 

amenities within cities they reside. Active 

lifestyle options promote health and wellness 

Needs of the Community:

• Access to shorelines and rivers

• Attractions that honor our heritage 

• Authentic and aesthetically pleasing venues 

and buildings

• Walkable communities and gathering spaces

• Recreation for all age groups 

• Technology integration into cities  (e.g. all city 

Wi-Fi)

• More diverse restaurants and shops

Value to the Community:

• Meets long lasting demand for more activities 

by local residents

• Keeps discretionary income in the community

• Increased quality of life and preserved culture

• Stronger identity of the region

• Retention and attraction of younger talent 

• Improves employment base

• Improves infrastructure

Supporting Trends:

• Millennials prefer urban amenities and consider 

it very important to be within an easy walk of 

places such as shops, cafes and restaurants

• There is an increasing demand for outdoor 

recreation as people become more and more 

active

• Young consumers are pushing the “foodie” 

lifestyle and love to attend food-focused events

• Increasing demand for community gathering 

spaces such as parks and public markets

• Family entertainment venues are gaining 

popularity
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Thriving Life – Create a vibrant and thriving quality of life for 

all Tri-Citians
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Opportunity  

Description:

The Tri-Cities boasts high levels of 

volunteerism, non-profit involvement, retirees, 

PhDs, STEM/STEAM education, institutions 

of higher learning and trade schools. 

Education and industry have formed a hub of 

knowledge-building and partnership that can 

be further leveraged.  

We have a unique opportunity to  deliver 

transformative educational experiences.

Why it Matters:

• The disconnect between formal education 

and real-world application is becoming 

largely recognized, creating the opportunity 

for our region to embed soft skills into our 

already well established science and 

technology higher education, therefore 

bridging the gap and defining the next 

generation workforce

• Good paying jobs increase the tax base 

and reinfuse the community with 

discretionary income.

• The high tide of education will raise all 

ships – raising the quality of life for all

• Diverse employers will be attracted when 

we rebuild our trade skills, technical skills 

for the next generation of jobs, professional 

skills and soft skills

• Education is the avenue to having the most 

prepared workforce and economic 

prosperity for all

Needs of the Community:

• Access to increased education in trades 

• Youth need adequate preparation and 

emphasis on education and it’s application 

in the real world

• Employers need an educated, skilled 

workforce

• Education that is designed to prepare the 

workforce of the future

• Parental resources for teaching children to 

be contributing members of society

• Local platforms that provide the 

connections between those seeking 

employment and employers 

Value to the Community:

• Increased quality of life

• Stronger community collaboration

• Stronger employment base and larger 

talent pools

• Attractive to employers

• Increased retention rates 

• Stable economy

Supporting Trends:

• Rising poverty in suburbs, where a large 

percentage of workers are without 

advanced education or vocational training

• Bifurcation of income levels is seen as a 

major deterrent to healthy communities

• People get hired for the technical skills and 

fired for the soft skills

• Our region is positioned for creating 

strategic higher education initiatives 

• Tri-Cities has an educated workforce that 

needs to be leveraged 

• Utilize the retirement community for “re-

impact” to leverage their abundance of 

knowledge to mentor students

13

Transforming Education – Deliver transformative educational 

experiences
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City of Richland
City of West Richland
Columbia Basin College
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Kennewick School District   
Leadership Tri-Cities

Pasco Chamber of Commerce
Pasco School District
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Washington State University – Tri Cities
Washington State STEM Education Foundation
West Richland Chamber of Commerce
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Investors

This transformative effort is possible because of the investment in our 

community by the following organizations: 
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